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Abstract
The paper aims to contribute to the continuous efforts to improve the health care sector performance. In any
hospital, Emergency Department (ED) is one of the most critical areas due to the dangerous condition of
some patients, and their need for urgent care. To decrease the time for the patient waiting to be served which
can benefit patients and the hospital alike, the prolonged length of stay for the patients' in the ED has been
studied. DMAIC methodology was used to properly define the problem, measure it, find legitimate cause,
and reduce or eliminate them if possible. Furthermore, Lean concepts such as Kanban cards, Andon lights,
and motion reduction techniques along other suggestions that were made to improve the ED system. Arena
simulation software was used to check the significance of the proposed solutions. This project resulted in a
40% decrease in number of patients' exceeding the target time of length of stay, decrease the length of stay
by 50%, and finally reduce the cost on the hospital by a range of $35,819- 162,132. The overall
improvements increased the Sigma Level from 1.11 to 3.03.
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1. Introduction:
Recently, Lean Six Sigma have been highly utilized in order to improve the health care sector, also, through the years
healthcare quality measurements became a trustful criteria to check the effectiveness of the healthcare system
(Sheingold B., 2014). Different parts of healthcare faculties are facing different types of problems, and one of the most
important faculty is ED. The ED is a medical facility that deals with emergency situations and it is a very sensitive part
of any hospital (Schneider S. H., 2008). ED’s suffers from many different problems such as long queues (Smith N.,
2017), disorganized processes, prolonged length of stay for the patient inside the ED, and the stressful environment
(Robinson, 2004), and these problems leads the hospital to lose its market share. When working in the healthcare sector
and dealing with hospitals, the work takes more compassionate turn, and enhancing the hospital system to allow more
patients to be treated is great for humanity and business alike. A well-known local hospital in Kuwait that have been
recognized by the International Canadian Health Services (ACI), American College of Radiology (ACR), and Bureau
Veritas. This hospital was chosen to implement the project in, to be more specific, the ED of this hospital will be
studied.
This paper highlights the most common problem in the healthcare sector which is the prolonged length of stay of
patients inside the ED, and how to optimize it using Lean Six Sigma concept. In addition, using the DMAIC
methodology alongside quality tools that can lead to improve customers’ satisfaction.

2. Literature Review:
Six Sigma is a concept that aims to reduce variation, and errors in any system, in statistical terms, Six Sigma is about
making voice of the process tighter than voice of the customer (Stamatis D., 2011). Moreover, Six Sigma by itself
cannot achieve that, Six Sigma bring these improvements through using different methodologies like the DMAIC
methodology (Nash M. P., 2006). Moreover, DMAIC is a methodology used in many sectors to organize the way of
solving a problem. DMAIC stands for (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) these steps must be used
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Sequentially (Graves A., 2012). In each step, there are tools that can be used to get the results desired (Rever, 2016).
In addition, Lean is an approach that aims to minimize the waste of any process. The waste can be described as any
non-value-added process and time. Minimizing the waste is believed to drastically enhance the process of the system
(Allen, 2010). According to (Sayer, 2007). Lean can be a set of activities that are conducted to require less process
time, less man power, and less space (Black J., 2008). In most cases Lean and Six Sigma are combined, to come up
with an optimum solution.
Focusing on the healthcare sector, Lean Six Sigma can offer a lot to the healthcare sector, in which it can minimize the
cost spent by the hospital and enhance the quality of the services provided by the hospital as well (Koning H. V., 2006).
Since the length of stay in the ED is being studied, it can be defined as the time taken, since the patient has entered the
ED till the patient is discharged. (Leraci, 2008) addressed the long waiting time in the ED which led to a long cycle
time for patients and a slow flow of patient in that department, to solve this problem patients were separated into two
categories depending on the complexity of the patient's health status, by that the emergency doctor's attention can be
divided among patients depending on the category of the patient. Consequently, the mean waiting time was minimized
from 55 minutes to 32 minutes, which led to minimizing the cycle time. (Komashie, 2005), studied the ED using a
simulation software, and by that the causes of the long cycle time of the patient were detected. In the end, the number
of resources at different operations in the ED were modified, and that helped in decreasing the cycle time by 20%.
(Blick K., 2013) Studied the cycle time of patients in the ED, in which it was the main issue, and it was determined that
the cause of the problem was due to the slow processing of the results in the hospital laboratory. To solve the problem,
an automated system was implemented in the lab, this system handles samples in a first in, first out manner, and by that
the Sigma Level of the ED has improved, and it became 3.1. In addition, a Jordanian hospital suffered from long cycle
time as well as high patient flow, this problem was solved by dividing the patients in triage into five different categories,
this system resulted in 61% reduction in the waiting time of the patient, which consequently led to less cycle time, also
the Sigma Level has increased from 0.58 to 3.09 (Mandahawi N., 2010).

3. System Description:
The ED works 24/7 and they receive on average 113 to 150 patients per day. Moreover, it consists of five main sections,
which are:
1. Triage room: there are two-triage rooms, one for females and one for males, and each triage room has one
nurse
2. Female observation room: there are seven rooms, two doctors, and three nurses
3. Male observation room: there are five rooms, one doctor, and two nurses
4. Pediatric observation room: there are seven rooms, one doctor, and two nurses
5. ED reception: there are three receptionists
The process starts with the entrance of the patient for the ED. The first step will be at the reception for the registration
process unless the patient in a life-threating situation, in this case he/she will be taken to the resuscitation room directly.
Otherwise the patient will go through the registration process, after that the patient will go through the triage process
to know the current status and priority that must be given to him/ her case. Seizing an observation room (OR) will be
the next step after the triage process and the doctor will be examining the patient in the OR. If the doctor sees a necessity
of a blood test, the patient will go through a blood draw process, and the treatment will be given to the patient next. Reexamination process will be done on the patient before the payment and discharge process.
The hospital is considering a standard time for each process which ended up with a target length of stay that equals to
127 minutes, so any patient exceeding this time will be considered as poorly served patient, in other words, it is consider
as a defect.

4. DMAIC:
4.1 Define Phase:
During the first phase, the hospital was visited several times in addition to meetings with the quality department to
discuss the main issues. The main issue that the hospital is suffering from is the prolonged length of stay of the patient
inside the ED.
Voice of the Customer (VOC):
The customer of the process must be identified, and they are doctors and nurses of the ED. A Meeting was made with
both doctors and nurses, the total of attendees was five (2 doctors/ 3 nurses). This meeting was held to define a problem
that the hospital suffers from. From table 1, we can notice that most votes went towards idea 1, which is reducing the
prolonged length of stay for patients in the ED.
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Table 1. Voting Summary
Ideas
Idea 1 (reducing the length of stay of patient)
Idea 2 (reducing waiting time of the patient)
Idea 3 (enhancement of triage process)

Totals number of votes
18
6
1

Project Charter
Project charter in table 2 allows the Six Sigma team to illustrate the project's problem statement, objectives,
plan, scope, and stakeholders. Explaining these things will give a clear perspective of the direction that the
project is taking.
Table 2. Project Charter
Business case:
Reducing the long length of stay of the patient in ED,
minimizes the cost of poorly served patient 20% and
subsequently increase the profit.
Objective:
1. Reduce the time that the patient spends in the ED to
less than 127 minutes
2. Increase the patient’s satisfaction and loyalty
3. Decrease the cost of the poorly served patients
Project plan:
Define: 7 October to 26 November 2018
Measure: 25 November to 10 January
Analyze: 15 January to 19 January
Improve: 23 February to 20 April
Control: 21 April to 23 April

Problem statement:
58% of patients stay in the ED for more than the acceptable
limit by management, which is 127 minutes, and that leads
to increasing the number of poorly served which could
reduce the hospital market share.
Project scope:
The length of stay in ED starts from the patient’s
registration till the payment and discharge process.

Stakeholders:
Internal:
the owner, the quality department, and the ER staff
External:
the patient

SIPOC:
Table 3 shows SIPOC which is utilized to understand the process in a high level, and thereby the inputs and outputs of each
process was determined. Moreover, the supplier of the input, and the customer of the output was identified. The SIPOC was
made so if any adjustment took place, it will be easy to know who affects, and get affected by that adjustment.
Table 3. SIPOC
Supplier
Patient
Triage Nurse
Doctor
Nurse
Receptionist

Input
Personal information
Patient\ medical equipment
Patient\ medical equipment
Patient\ medical equipment
Discharge paper

Process
Registration
Triage
Examination
Treatment
Payment and discharge

Output
Registration paper
Case description
Treatment order
Discharge paper
Paid bill

Customer
Patient\ Nurse
Doctor
Nurse
Patient
Patient

4.2 Measure Phase:
For the measure phase, different measurement tools were used to determine the baseline performance of the system. In
addition, reliable data was collected through observations, and some was pulled out of the database of the hospital.
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Process Map:
A process map in figure 1 shows the flow of patients in ED:

Figure 1. Process Map
Value Stream Map:
Value stream map shows the value-added and the non-value-added time in each process. To construct a value stream
map, data was collected over four months, in different shifts by three members of the project team. The data collected
include the waiting time as well as the process time. Stopwatch was used to collect the time. Moreover, most of the
data collected was in the evening, and in the night shifts in which these times are the most crowded in the hospital.
Through VSM in figure 2, it was obvious that most of the non-value-added time was because of the waiting queues in
which 46.7 % of time is wasted on waiting queues.

Figure 2. Value Stream Map
© IEOM Society International
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Spaghetti Diagram:
One of the major Lean waste is motion. To study the motion of the nurse in the ED, spaghetti diagram was constructed
as shown in figure 5 in the improve phase. Observations were made to capture the motion of the nurses during their
working shifts. The time that the nurse spend in walking through one hour is 22 minutes which equals approximately
to 46,800 minutes a year, which is too high. Even though the nature of the nurses’ job forces her to walk a lot, but that
doesn’t mean that this number cannot be reduced.
Process Capability and Sigma Level:
Data was pulled out from the hospital database to know the current performance of the system. The specification limits
were identified to calculate the process capability. The upper specification limit was determined from the hospital
quality department which is equal to 127 minutes. CPU was equal to 0.37 which means that the process is not capable.
Furthermore, the Sigma Level of the current system, which is 1.11 was calculated in equation 1 (Montgomery D.,
2012):
Equation 1: Initial Sigma Level
CPU x 3= Sigma Level…………… (1)

4.3 Analyze Phase:
As Naoto Kan said, “If you are not able to understand the causes of a problem, it is impossible to solve it’’. Brain
storming sessions were made with the doctors and nurses of the ED in order to identify the causes that contributes to
the problem. The causes of the main problem (prolongd length of stay in the ED) was identified and analyzed using
fishbone diagram. The head of the Fishbone Diagram in figure 3 includes the main problem, and the causes were
categorized as follow: related to staff, equipment, environment, process, patient cooperation, organization
Fish-Bone Diagram:

Figure 3. Fish-Bone
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Pareto Chart:
The Pareto chart highlights the most frequent causes that contribute to the problem. The implemented data was gained
through observations, and it was clear that the process organization was the most frequent as shown in figure 4. Poor
process organization can be represented in many different forms, and some of these forms are like: having no queue
system for seizing the OR, the patient priority system is not being applied, and there is no notification system for doctors
to be notified of patients' presence in the OR. As the Pareto phenomena is not very clear for the rest of causes, as it only
takes frequency of causes but not their importance, so a brain storming session was done with stake holders to identify
the most significant ones, and they are: the disorganized ED due to placing equipment in the ED's narrow corridors
like: medical trolleys, laptops, and wheelchairs which leads to blocking the movement of the staff inside the ED. The
interruptions that doctors and nurses face due to patient arguing and complaining that it is their turn to get to the OR
which leads to time wastage and confusion. Additionally, Shortage of blood vials results in time wastage to refill them.
Lastly, long queues for the OR is also an important cause of the problem, and that is because the patients are staying in
the OR for a long time which prevents new patients from getting their treatment. All the causes mentioned above leads
to a long length of stay in the ED.
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Figure 4. Pareto Chart

4.4 Improve Phase:
In this phase, different tools were applied to provide an effective solution that is believed to reduce or eliminate the
root causes that were mentioned in the analyze phase.
Solutions that are believed to help improve the system were made. The suggested solutions were listed, explained, and
their expected outcome was evaluated in Table 4.
Table 4. Suggested Improvements
Suggested Solution
Explanation
Kanban cards
Lean tool used in pull systems, to manage the Work in
Process (WIP). It is made for the blood vials
Adding cabinet in
Motion is needed by nurse to find the medical trolley,
each OR in ED
instead of trolleys cabinets inside each OR
Moving the laptops
Motion of nurses is wasted between the data entry
to the doctor’s desk laptops in the corridors and the doctor desk
Queue screen

Screen that shows the number and priority of patients
at the OR

Andon Light
notification system

Light system placed on OR door to notify nurses and
doctors about the presence and status of patients

Expected Improvement
Eliminate shortage, and over
stocking of blood vials in the ED
Reduction in non- value-added
motion and non-value added time
Reduction in non- value-added
Motion, non-value added time, and
improving the ED organization
Improve the patients flow, and
better process organization, and
reduce patients complains
Reduce the patients waiting time,
better process organization and
improving doctors’ response time
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Kanban Calculations:
From equation 2 (Loucka L., 2006) it can be deduced that the ED must replenish their storage when there are only 20
vials left in stock.
Equation 2: Kanban Equation

Number of Kanbans =

(Demand∗ Lead time)+ Safety Stock
container capacity

……………… (2)

The Kanban card includes: safety stock quantity, photo of product, the code of the item, and the location of that item to
easily access the item if needed, whenever this card shows up, it means that there are only 20 vials left, and
replenishment must happen now. In addition, applying the Kanban cards is very beneficial when it comes to insuring a
steady pace of flow of the desired items. Limits of how much items must be ordered will be set.
Spaghetti Diagram after the Improvement:
After implementing: Kanban cards, adding cabinets in the OR, and moving the data entry laptops to the doctor's desk,
the motion of the nurse was reduced, and that reduction can be inspected in figure 6 as it is less dense than figure 5.

Figure 5. Spaghetti Diagram (before)

Figure 6. Spaghetti Diagram (after)

Simulation Model:
A simulation model was created depending on the process map done in the measure phase. The model was done in
Arena software using the data obtained from the hospital database. The alternative solutions mentioned before were
tested in arena through creating different scenarios to find the best alternative that has the lowest length of stay, and
cost. The simulation results were obtained after running 33 replications with a replication length of 7 days.
Model Validation:
The model was validated by inspecting the key performance indicators; cycle time and the throughput. By comparing
the cycle time (Length of stay) of the real system with the cycle time of the simulation model, it was found that the
average cycle time lies in between the confidence interval of cycle time shown in table 5. In addition, a comparison of
the throughput (the number of served patient) of the real-life system versus the one obtained through the simulation
model was done and the average throughput lies between the confidence interval shown in table 5. From the verification
and validation, it is obvious that the model of Arena represents the real life system.
Table 5. Model Validation
Performance index
Cycle Time
Number of served patients

Actual
187
2172

Model (avg.)
184.73
2159.30

95% Confidence interval
(175.94, 193.52)
(2143.63, 2174.98)
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What-if Analysis:
The baseline scenario shows the system of the hospital as is in real life, including the nurse non-value added motion,
the medical trolleys, etc... The results of the baseline model show that the bottleneck is the OR as it was utilized up to
94% and patients need to wait 36 minutes in average to find an available room. 8.47 patients are waiting in average.
Scenario 1 is applying the Kanban card, moving the data entry laptops to the doctor desk, and eliminating trolleys by
installing cabinets in the OR’s. By applying the first scenario, nurse motion is reduced, and the effect of that reduction
on the length of stay of the patients can be shown in table 6. The cycle time has been reduced substantially from 184
minutes to 112 minutes, and the percentage of patient exceeding the length of stay target time or the percentage of
defects is reduced from 57% to 33%.
Table 6. Scenario Comparison
Scenario name
Number of OR
Baseline scenario
19
Scenario 1

Length of stay (minutes)
184

19

Patient exceeding127 minutes
57%
33%*

112

* Difference is significant at level of significant of 0.05

As there is a fierce competition among private hospitals, the poor service increases the risk of loss of customers
(patients) to the benefit of competitors. Poor service was defined as the summation of any extra minutes beyond the
acceptable 127 minutes length of stay of all patients. The cost of extra minutes of stay is usually quantified as penalty
by marketing department in an organization. The penalty cost was estimated to be 20 files = 0.02 Kuwaiti Dinar (KD).
Solving the problem of the bottleneck by adding extra OR’s will reduce length of stay. However, OR's do cost the
hospital KD 13,000 each. Therefore, Scenario 2 is an improvement of scenario one by adding extra OR’s. Opt-Quest,
a simulation optimization tool that comes with Arena software, was used to determine the number of the extra room
that need to be added such that to minimize the overall cost. The cost function shown in equation 3 is a combination of
poor service and adding extra OR’s weekly costs. The cost was considered weekly as the simulation model is run for 7
days. The investment in OR was estimated to payback its value in 10 years. Therefore, the weekly cost (KD 32.07 per
room per week) was calculated accordingly using present value worth of the room cost. Information of poor service
was collected from the model by adding an accumulator in the model to calculate the extra minutes of wait of each
patient i. In addition to that, a penalty was assigned for each minute spent by the patient beyond the 127 minutes to
calculate the cost of the patient exceeding the standard time.
Equation 3: Total Cost
Penalty x ∑n0(Max((Discharge Time (i) − Arrival Time(i) − 127), 0) +
Number of extra OR′ s x weekly Cost of extra OR ……………… (3)
Figure 7 shows the results of Opt- Quest. Building five extra OR's (total OR's: 24) is the best case scenario, and
building beyond that will lead to a higher, and unnecessary cost on the hospital.
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Figure 7. Opt- Quest Results
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In addition to the cost reduction resulted from implementing scenario 2, the prolonged length of stay and percentage of
patient exceeding 127 minutes and the percentage of defects have been reduced more, and the results are shown in the
table 7.
Table 7. Scenario Comparison
Scenario
Number of
Length of stay
Patient exceeding
name
OR
(minutes)
127 minutes
Scenario 1
19
112
33%
Scenario 2

24

17%*

85

* Difference is significant at level of significant of 0.05

4.5 Control Phase:
The control phase is done to make sure that the solutions suggested are well implemented, and the errors eliminated
will not come back to the system. Thus, this stage is about monitoring the system in a long term. Process Capability
and Sigma Level:
The Sigma Level was calculated through finding the Process Capability of the process after implementing the solutions
using Arena software. The Process Capability is equal to 1.11, and the Sigma Level is 3.03, the Sigma Level increased,
and that means that the process is improved.
Cost Sensitivity Analysis:
To ease the decision making process, a cost analysis in range of penalty cost between 10 fils to 30 fils. A comparison
was done between the baseline system and the improved systems (scenario 1 and scenario 2) since it’s the best to see
the different of these annual costs as shown in figure 8. The results show that scenario 2 is still best for all trial penalty
values.it is clear that lower penalty cost will result in lower overall cost.

Total Cost Sensitivity Analysis (KD)
75,972

80,000

67,548

70,000

Cost (KD)

60,000

50,684
45,032

50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000

25,324

22,516
14,502

26,988
20,748

10,000
0

10 Fils penalty
Base-line system

20 Fils penalty
Scenario 1

30 Fils penalty
Scenario 2

Figure 8. Sensitivity Analysis
Suggestions to Monitor the System:
Some suggestions were presented to the hospital, to monitor the system for example: Arranging regular meetings to
check the performance of the system, creating control charts periodically to monitor the system, and raise the staff
awareness about the Six Sigma concept, and its benefits.

5. Conclusion
ED of a private hospital in Kuwait was studied to reduce the prolonged length of stay of the patients. Lean Six Sigma
tools were used to identify the system and its problem, find proper solutions, and enhance the system. Many
opportunities for improvements were addressed like: applying Andon lights notification system, using Kanban cards,
moving the laptops to the doctor desk, adding cabinets, adding queue screens, and increasing the number of OR’s.
Simulation software was used to test the effect of the proposed solutions on the length of stay of the patients. The
scenario of applying the improvements and building another extra 5 OR’s will result in reducing the cycle time of the
patient inside the ED and the nurses’ motion. Depending on the penalty cost, a cost saving ranges between KD 10,822
- 48,984 will be achieved if the proposed solution were implemented. This is equivalent to $35,819- 162,132 of saving.
The percentage of prolong waited patients was reduced by 40%, the length of stay was reduced by 53.8%, and finally
the Sigma Level improved from 1.11 to 3.03.
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